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As my reel handle blurs, we hear the hiss of fly line 
shearing water and watch in amazement as the biggest 
steelhead we’ve ever seen shatters the surface and cart-
wheels away three, four, five times. When I come to my 
senses, there’s only one thing to do: start running.

Twenty minutes later, heart pounding and sweaty, 
I’m holding the tiring fish on a tight line as he slips 
downstream into a chute of fast water. Unable to fol-

low any further, I clamp down on the spool and my 
fishing buddy leaps in chest deep, plunges his arms into 
the icy water and heroically comes up with an enor-
mous slab of chrome. At 40.5 by 23 inches, it’s quite 
probably the largest steelhead I will ever land, and one 
of five we’ve hooked this morning in the same run.

The Dean? Russia? Some other exotic destination? 
Or maybe a complete steelhead fantasy? Hell no. This 
was the suburban Skykomish River, 40 minutes from 
downtown Seattle on March 14th, 1997. That year, in 
the March/April catch and release season, I averaged 
1.7 steelhead per trip. On flies. Fishing mostly in short, 
three- or four-hour sessions before or after work. And 
I’m not even very good! Unbelievable fishing, and even 
more unbelievable, it was just 12 years ago.

Ah, the good old days.

Four feet deep. Rocks the size of bowling balls. Choppy on top. The big purple marabou 
settles into emerald-green water, comes tight and starts swinging through the seam. I 

hold my breath and make a small inside mend. The fly slows briefly, swims cross-current into 
the soft water and suddenly stops. The rod bends. The line pulls. And the surface explodes.

The Canary Ain’t Singing Anymore, But the Fat Lady’s Just Warming Up

Steelhead
State o f  t h e

By Dylan Tomine
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“Welcome back my friends, to the show 
that never ends…”

Steelheaders are born innovators 
and optimists. I still remember the first 
time, as a kid, I piled into my uncle’s 
’57 Chevy Carry-All that he transformed 
into a “steelheaders’ RV.” The kitchen 
consisted of a backpacker’s stove on the 
back tailgate, but it was dry. That stove 
was handy, in fact I remember the truck 
ran out of gas and he used the stove’s 
fuel to limp to a service station. Nothing 
stopped my uncle from fishing his beloved 
peninsula streams. He taught me to love 
those beautiful rivers – filled with their 
glorious steelhead – as a rain-soaked kid 
with leaky hip boots, a low-quality rod and 
handful of colorful bobbers he painted 
himself, trying to learn to hook steelhead. I 
couldn’t get enough of it. Most importantly, 
it was there that my uncle taught me some 
life-long lessons about fishing values, 
optimism and conservation. Thanks for the 
gift, Uncle Ken.

Fast-forward 42 years, I just returned 
from fishing those same famed rivers 
that Uncle Ken fished on the Olympic 
Peninsula, considered by many as the last 
“wild steelhead stronghold.” Unfortunately 
fishing was slow. With guarded optimism, 
I say the fish are either late or it’s going 
to be a lean steelhead season, and 
hope that the peninsula’s rivers aren’t 
going down the path of many other great 
waters. Anglers report that this is the 
slowest season they’ve seen in years. 
Bob Ball, fishing guide and WSC regional 
representative, says he’s seen no redds 
in many places where they usually appear 
by now. Lets keep our fingers crossed, 
after all, any steelheader worth his salt 
is an optimist by nature. They go to 
extremes to catch and release steelhead, 
even getting stuck in an old Chevy truck, 
ah, another story…

Thanks Mike and Robert, and a 
shameless plug to the Mill Creek Inn. 

In case you missed it or haven’t visited 
the Web site, we included WSC Trustee 
Dylan Tomine’s updated article, “State 
of the Steelhead,” in this issue of The 
Adipose. Why? The answer is simple: 

Dylan’s work represents the first time 
that anyone encapsulated and articulated 
in plain language the dire status of wild 
steelhead. It’s an important story that we 
hope will get more anglers mobilized and 
engaged in wild steelhead preservation. 
And it’s a story that demands attention 
from officials accountable to the public 
and charged with sound management of 
our resources.

Also, read about recent efforts to 
strip the Washington Fish and Wildlife 
Commission’s authority with Senate Bill 
5175, introduced by Sen. Ken Jacobsen, 
D-Seattle. Thanks to WSC efforts and 
those of many others, the bill died in 
committee. Yet, Jacobsen is at it again 
with amended language in House Bill 
1778. He’s also scheduled a confirmation 
hearing for Miranda Wecker, current 
commision chair, and a strong advocate 
for conservation. Please contact your 
legislators and tell them to dump HB 1778, 
and to ensure Wecker’s confirmation.

On another upbeat note, after seven 
years of negotiation, the Western Rivers 
Conservancy finally acquired all the major 
corporate-owned lands along the main-
stem Hoh River, with its recent purchase 
of nearly 2,000 acres. With that land, the 
group has protected nearly 7,000 acres 
of habitat along the river, and preserved 
the main river from Olympic National 
Park to the Pacific Ocean. The last 2,000 
acres will be conveyed into permanent 
stewardship of the Hoh River Trust. 
Thank the Bullitt Foundation, Packard 
Foundation, Washington Dept. of Natural 
Resources, U.S. Rep. Norm Dicks and 
U.S. senators Patty Murray and Maria 
Cantwell for helping.

Finally, join the WSC for its annual 
fun-raiser and Conservation Award 
presentation on Saturday, May 9. This 
year’s fund-raiser will be different, and 
features a film endorsed by the WSC 
entitled “Rivers of a Lost Coast.” The 
film’s producers and its narrator, actor 
Tom Skerrit, will mingle with members 
and introduce the film. We hope you’ll 
join us. We will hand out “Save Hoh River 
Wild Steelhead Now” cards to those who 
attend, meant to be mailed to officials and 
asking to create conservation changes for 
the Hoh River before it’s too late. See you 
at the party May 9th!
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By Jim Schmitz
WSC Vice President of Membership

The Wild Steelhead Coalition is again 
casting far and wide for members, and we 
hope 2009’s membership drive reels old 
and new friends into the fight to save wild 
steelhead. The WSC is always looking to 
recruit new members and retain support 
from members who’ve already helped 
further the organization’s important work.

If you ever wondered why you 
should join the WSC, simply look at our 
achievements during the last nine years. 
For example, we spearheaded the drive 
to limit anglers to one wild fish per year 
on Washington waters, and helped form 
the Steelhead Summit Alliance. Beyond 
those accomplishments, we must prepare 
to meet the ever-growing challenges that 
wild steelhead face in years to come, 
from habitat destruction, over-harvest 
and mismanagement. That’s why we 
need everyone to continue supporting 
wild steelhead protection by renewing 
membership or joining today.

This year we’re offering two extra 
incentives to join the WSC by the end of 
May during our membership drive. We’ll 
draw two winners June 1st from among 
all members who joined or renewed their 

membership in 2009. First prize will be 
a framed steelhead photograph by Jeff 
Bright, renowned photographer and WSC 
member. You can see some of Jeff’s 
amazing work on page 4 in this newsletter 
gracing Dylan’s Tomine’s story about the 
Skykomish River’s wild steelhead.

Second prize will be a guided fishing 
trip on the Olympic Peninsula with 
Bob Ball, another WSC member and 
respected steelhead specialist. Join or 
renew your membership by May 15 via 
U.S. Postal Service, or by May 30 if using 
PayPal to guarantee your name is in the 
hat. Otherwise, some other lucky WSC 
member will be hanging Jeff’s fine framed 
print on the wall, or floating downstream 
with Bob hoping to catch and release 
a wild steelhead! To learn more about 
Jeff’s photography or Bob’s stellar guiding 
reputation, visit www.Jeffbright.com and 
www.piscatoralpursuits.com. Winners will 
be contacted by e-mail and a personal 
phone call.

Yet, joining the Wild Steelhead Coalition 
is about more than just a chance to win 
great prizes. It’s an opportunity to join a 
dedicated cadre of volunteers who help 
wild steelhead have a voice before elected 
officials, regulatory committees and fish 
and wildlife managers. In fact, there are no 

paid staffers to answer e-mails, or make 
important Web site postings to keep you 
informed. No jet-setting junket-riders flying 
coast-to-coast spending money that should 
be used for wild steelhead protection on 
slick advertising meant to round up even 
more member money. That’s right, all 
work done by the WSC is purely voluntary. 
No one gets paid for time spent lobbying 
legislators, writing letters, attending public 
meetings, publishing newsletters or even 
tracking membership data on spread 
sheets.

We need active members to guarantee 
that the Wild Steelhead Coalition’s efforts 
continue. Without its members, the WSC 
would not exist, and the last wild steelhead 
could silently slip into extinction in our 
lifetime. We know you want to help bring 
wild steelhead back from the brink, and we 
appreciate all the fresh support from new 
members and welcome returning members 
back for another year. If you’ve already 
joined for 2009, your name is in the hat for 
the drawing.

To join or renew, either use the form 
below, or visit the WSC’s Web site to use 
PayPal or join with a printable membership 
form. Thanks again for your membership 
support and continued commitment to 
saving wild steelhead!

Join WSC, Enter To Win Guided Trip

“When one tugs at 
a single thing in 
nature, he finds 
it attached to the 
rest of the world.” 

~John Muir

Save Hoh River Wild Steelhead Now!

The Adipose is compiled and edited by
Jason B. Harmon, with help from many W.S.C. 
members. To submit articles, letters or pho-
tos for publication, or to send comments or 
suggestions, please  address your e-mails to: 
jasonbharmon@comcast.net.

To join the Wild Steelhead Coalition, 
simply fill out this coupon and mail 
it with your payment. To join online, 
renew your membership, to make a 
donation or to read up-to-date Wild 
Steelhead Coalition events and news, 
visit: www.wildsteelheadcoalition.org.
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Today, the fabulous March and April fishery on my 

beloved Sky is gone. The wild steelhead population in 

such a downward spiral that even the low-impact catch 

and release season was completely shut down after the 

2000 season. Heartbreaking? I can’t even find words for 

how I feel about it.

I moved to Seattle in 1993 to be closer to the 

fabled steelhead waters of Puget Sound. A city where I 

could work, and a great river with big fish, less than an 

hour away—it seemed too good to be true. Of course, 

it was. I had planned on a lifetime of learning and fish-

ing the Skykomish. Instead, I arrived just in time to wit-

ness the beginning of the end.

Who Cares?

Okay, so that’s one river among hundreds of steel-

head watersheds on the West Coast, right? What’s 

the big deal? There are still plenty of fish to catch 

in other places, aren’t there? And hey, if you aren’t a 

steelheader, why should you get worked up about some 

river closing way out in Washington? Good questions 

all.

I would start with the fish themselves. Perfectly 

evolved to thrive in both marine and freshwater envi-

ronments, wild steelhead carry the ocean’s bounty inland 

as they migrate toward the places of their birth. And, as 

each watershed provides a different set of spawning and 

rearing conditions, it creates a unique race of steelhead. 

In the wild realm, there is no generic steelhead, only a 

range of fish with characteristics adapted to their specific 

rivers.  

As anglers, we find ourselves seeking the small, free-

rising “A-Run” steelhead of the high-desert Columbia 

Basin rivers; the “half-pounders” of Northern Califor-

nia and Southern Oregon; the heavy bodied Olympic 

Peninsula rain forest and coastal Oregon winter fish; 

the mind-blowingly powerful August steelhead above 

the falls on the Dean; the legendary Skeena giants; the 

high-latitude chromers of Kamchatka and the Aleu-

tians… 

These fish range from 14 inches to 30 pounds, from 

two to nine or more years old, from heavily spotted to 

nearly unmarked. And yet, they all share several distinc-

tive traits: A willingness to come to the swung fly. The 

speed and strength normally associated with saltwater 

fish. An individual beauty that haunts those who fish 

for them. 

Photo By Jeff Bright

Skykomish Continued from Page 1
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And unfortunately, a future as cloudy as a glacial 

river after five days of warm rain.

Why should we care? If you’re a steelheader, the 

reasons are obvious. If you are not, the depleted state 

of wild steelhead populations coast-wide serves as a 

powerful example of a valuable resource squandered 

and a lesson for anglers and fish managers everywhere. 

On a bigger scale, steelhead are an indicator species, the 

proverbial canary in the coalmine of population growth 

and human consumption. In other words, the health 

of wild steelhead is a direct reflection of the health of 

both our watersheds and marine environments. Steel-

head can clearly survive without us—the question is, 

can we survive without them?

The Crumbs o f  Puget  Sound

The very idea that steelhead are difficult to catch—

the fish of a thousand casts—is a myth. Steelhead 

are actually very easy to catch. They aggressively take a 

variety of baits, lures and flies. The problem is, there just 

aren’t very many of them.

Back on the Skykomish, the eight years I fished it 

regularly, from 1993 to 2000, the average run size for 

the entire Snohomish system (Skykomish/Snoqualm-

ie/Pilchuck Rivers and their tributaries) was around 

8,000 fish. Spread out over several hundred miles of 

streams, that’s not many.  Compare that to the 3,000 

trout per mile on the Madison, and it’s amazing we 

caught anything at all.

But it was enough to provide challenging yet re-

warding fishing, and, according to the Washington 

Department of Fish and Wildlife, enough to constitute 

a sustainable population. A look at some historical 

numbers, however, shows that this number did not, in 

fact, sustain itself, and furthermore, we were fishing for 

crumbs.

It is estimated that Puget Sound wild winter steel-

head are now at somewhere between 1.6 and 4 percent 

of historic run size. Just to the north of the Skykomish 

lies the famed Stillaguamish River, immortalized by 

Roderick Haig-Brown and considered by many to be 

“A curious thing happens when fish 

stocks decline: People who aren’t aware 

of the old levels accept the new ones 

as normal. Over generations, societies 

adjust their expectations downward to 

match prevailing conditions.” 

KENNEDY WARNE,  NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC, 
APRIL ,  2007

Photo By Tim Pask

“Federal policy in both the U.S. 
and Canada is to extirpate 

steelhead—entirely because 
they are a pain in the ass that 
get in the way of fish farming, 

electricity production, 
commercial fishing, logging, 

development and other 
resource extraction 

industries.”

– YVON CHOUINARD, FOUNDER,
PATAGONIA, INC.
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the birthplace of modern steelhead fly fishing. In 1895, 

the run of steelhead to this small, delicate stream 

was between 60,000 and 90,000 fish. The most recent 

five-year average? Only 593 wild steelhead. Since the 

closure of the Skykomish in 2001, the average return of 

spawning adult wild steelhead in the entire Snohom-

ish system has been hovering around 3,000. As I said, 

we’ve been fishing for crumbs.

How did this happen? The easiest, and most cor-

rect answer is people. It’s impossible to place the blame 

on any one specific factor, but there are plenty: Poor 

logging practices resulting in 

heavy siltation (most of the 

famous pools on the Stillagua-

mish, once boulder strewn 

and heavily cobbled, now lie 

beneath a featureless bottom 

of sand and mud); exponen-

tial population growth and 

the resulting pavement, lawn 

chemicals and septic waste; 

the industrialization of Puget 

Sound; sport and tribal fishing 

harvest managed by a philoso-

phy of Maximum Sustainable 

Harvest, which fails to account 

for variations in ocean and stream rearing conditions; 

the mistaken belief that increased hatchery production 

could mitigate the loss of wild fish… 

The list goes on and on, but one fact remains the 

same: We were fishing for crumbs ten years ago, and 

now even the crumbs are nearly gone.

That our governments are consciously trying to 

relieve themselves of the steelhead burden may ring of 

conspiracy theory, but the record speaks for itself. From 

the Bush administration’s ridiculously off-base attempts 

(recently rejected in court) to have hatchery-produced 

steelhead count as part of the overall wild steelhead 

populations, to the Canadian Department of Fisheries 

and Ocean’s refusal to reduce commercial gillnet fish-

eries, in light of a disastrously low early-return of 

 

Skeena River steelhead, we have witnessed repeated ac-

tions that lend credence to the theory.

Skeena 2007: The Song Remains The Same

The Skeena River in the summer of 2007 is a 

prime example. The crown jewel of modern steel-

head rivers, the Skeena is the mother river to legend-

ary tributaries including the Kispiox, Babine, Bulkley, 

Morice, Sustut, Copper and more.

In recent times, by July 23rd, there will be an average 

of 4,368 wild summer steel-

head in the Skeena system. In 

2007, the count was 642. On 

August 16th, the historical date 

for highest steelhead numbers 

in the Tyee test fishery, exactly 

zero were counted.

As early as mid-July, the 

alarmingly low numbers cre-

ated a groundswell of concern 

from area anglers, guides and 

lodges. Acting together and 

separately, these individuals 

mounted a campaign urging 

the DFO to alter or cut back 

on the scheduled commercial 

salmon gillnet fisheries.

This, following a year (2006) when, despite warn-

ings from their own biologists and the B.C. Ministry of 

the Environment regarding extremely low returns of 

steelhead, DFO allowed an intensive salmon net fishery 

and the resulting by-catch of depressed early steelhead 

stocks. DFO’s response in 2007? No action taken what-

soever.

Why is this happening again in Steelhead Paradise of 

all places? It’s the result of a “surplus” crop of two- to 

three-million sockeye salmon created in the artificial, 

government-built spawning channels of Babine Lake. 

These fish, produced purely for the small (400 boats) 

commercial fleet’s benefit, just happen to return to the 

Skeena at the same time as steelhead, coho and other

How did this happen? 

The easiest, and most 

correct answer is people. 

It’s impossible to place 

the blame on any one 

specific factor, but there 

are plenty.



depressed Skeena stocks. The result? Lots of dead steel-

head found in lethal gillnets. All this for a fishery that 

brings in a mere 90 cents a pound for sockeyes and 

about five cents a pound for pink salmon.

Will  Somebody Please Do The Math? Anybody?

A recent study shows the Skeena River sport fish-

ing industry brings more than $30 million a year 

into the local economy. On the other hand, the aver-

age gross income of a British Columbia North Coast 

gillnetter in 2005 was $8,000—about the value of two 

or three sport-caught and released wild steelhead.

Exactly how many steelhead perished as by-catch 

to earn that $8,000 we’ll never know for sure, but it’s 

a significantly high enough number that on the rare 

occasion when the nets are out of the water, steelhead 

escapement skyrockets. And this doesn’t even take into 

account Skeena steelhead killed in the B.C. and Alas-

kan salmon seine fisheries—many observers believe the 

number is as high or even higher than those caught in 

gillnets. So, let’s see…in this commercial fishery, we

“Why are we subsidizing the broken 

part of this fishery, the commercial 

gillnetting, to the detriment of the only 

part of this fishery, the recreational 

side, that makes economic sense?”          
BRUCE HILL ,  HEADWATERS INIT IATIVE

Photo By Jeff Bright
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have a low-income, high negative-impact industry 

that kills thousands of steelhead and depressed salmon 

stocks, while the sport fishing sector provides large 

amounts of income with very little impact. And yet, 

our decision makers can’t seem to do the math.

Think that’s a Canadian problem? Think again. It isn’t 

any better in the United States. On the Columbia River, 

a tiny fleet of gillnetters is allowed to target hatchery 

spring chinook in the lower river. Unfortunately, as 

on the Skeena, other fish have the great misfortune to 

return in the same timeframe. A recent year saw more 

endangered winter steelhead taken as by-catch than the 

target species.

Even more maddening, is the cost to taxpayers to pro-

duce those hatchery spring Chinook. According to the 

Independent Economic Analysis Board of the North-

west Power and Conservation Council, a harvested 

adult spring Chinook from the Upper Columbia Basin’s 

Entiat hatchery cost citizens $68,031 to produce. Yes, you 

read that correctly: $68,031 dollars for a single fish.

No fuzzy math or cooked stats here: The IEAB simply 

took the average annual operating and maintenance cost 

of this hatchery and divided by the average number of 

harvested adult fish produced there. Amazingly, this ri-

diculous number doesn’t even take into account the cost 

of lost electrical production as generation is reduced to 

assist downstream juvenile migration or the expense of 

trapping, barging and trucking the juveniles around the 

dams.

If a typical, hatchery-produced Columbia River 

spring Chinook weighs 12 pounds, that fish cost you 

nearly $5,700 a pound, the gillnetter probably made $7 

or $8 a pound at the dock, and then you were offered 

the opportunity to pay $17 a pound for it again at the 

supermarket. And at the same time, large numbers of en-

dangered wild winter steelhead perished in the process. 

Great deal, huh?

Cali fornia, We Hardly Knew Ye

But I digress. To keep our eyes on the ball, so to 

speak, let’s get back to the subject at hand. Far-

ther south and not so very long ago, California was a 

steelhead Mecca of fish-filled streams and unimagin-

ably productive fishing. The home of early steelhead 

fly fishing pioneers such as Bill Schaadt and Jim Pray, 

coastal California was the place to be in the 1950s and 

1960s. Movie stars came to catch steelhead, national 

magazines devoted cover stories to this phenomenal 

fishery and the annual records were dominated by fly-

caught California steelhead. If you’re a true glutton for 

punishment, read Russell Chatham’s beautiful book 

The Angler’s Coast and see what the good old days were 

really like. Keep a box of tissues nearby.

In the 1960’s, the Russian River averaged 50,000 

wild steelhead per year. Today, a good year sees 7,000. 

As agriculture, development, industrialization and other 

human factors have come to dominate the California 

landscape, the steelhead have predictably responded by 

disappearing. The numbers are staggering.

The Carmel River, a small central coast watershed, 

once hosted 20,000 steelhead each year. The most 

recent count? 16. Sixteen fish! 

In 1961, the mighty Sacramento River had 40,000 

spawning steelhead. Today, the annual fish count at the 

Red Bluff Diversion Dam averages 1,400.

California obviously has the most intense population 

issues on the coast, and has seen the most catastrophic 

losses of wild steelhead. But “management” of these

Photo By Jeff Bright
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precious fish would be absolutely hilarious if the results 

weren’t so sad. Even the mass-produced hatchery fish 

of the American River are hardly coming back. De-

spite enormous numbers of juveniles released each year 

(which used to result in a run of up to 19,000 fish in 

the 1970’s), returns are now less than a thousand fish. 

The Ventura River, which once had a run of 4,000, 

now gets a return of 50 fish.

As concerned locals petitioned to have the remnants 

of this run listed under the Endangered Species Act, 

the feds showed up claiming a need to obtain DNA 

samples to determine that Ventura River steelhead were 

in fact a distinct species. “How many do you need?” 

they were asked.“Fifty,” was the reply. The situation 

deteriorated into a standoff 

between armed State Fish and 

Game officers protecting the 

fish from federal employees 

who needed to “take” fish in 

order to protect them. Did Mel 

Brooks write this script?

Oregon: Biologi ca l  Warfare

In Oregon, where popula-

tion and development have 

only recently become factors, 

the primary problem affecting wild steelhead seems to 

be genetic pollution from the massive coastal hatchery 

program. There are certainly logging practice issues and 

the resulting spawning habitat loss, as well as a long 

history of high sport harvest rates, but according to the 

National Oceanagraphic and Atmospheric Administra-

tion,  hatcheries are the major reason 18 of the 21 dis-

tinct Oregon Coast wild steelhead stocks are now listed 

as either depressed or of special concern. 

Meanwhi le, Back In The Nor th Country…

So what about the “healthy” runs of the far north, 

where wilderness rivers attract anglers from around 

the world to fish over larger numbers of wild steel-

head? Well, the Situk River in Southeast Alaska, a small 

drainage famous for it’s incredibly productive steelhead 

fishery certainly qualifies. Compared to other, more 

accessible rivers, today’s average run of 12,300 fish 

makes it a veritable bonanza for traveling anglers. 

However, a quick check of historical numbers shows 

that once again, we are fishing for crumbs. In 1952, the 

Situk had a typical run of between 25,000 and 30,000 

wild winter steelhead. So today’s “bonanza” is really less 

than half of what it was 60 years ago.

On the Skeena, beyond the intensive and unsustain-

able gillnet by-catch and indifference (or worse) from 

the DFO outlined above, there’s currently a vast array 

of potentially disastrous threats to wild steelhead cir-

cling this watershed.

Despite the recent ban on North Coast open wa-

ter net pens, industrial fish 

farm corporations, with their 

proven track record of waste 

pollution, chemicals and deadly 

sea-lice infestations (which 

easily spread to migrating wild 

fish, thereby decimating natural 

runs) are still fighting to place 

facilities near the mouth of the 

Skeena. 

As a side note, it’s a well-

documented fact that salmon 

farms dramatically damage wild fish runs, but has 

anyone noticed what a self-fulfilling market strategy 

this is? As wild runs decline, the value of farmed fish 

will certainly rise.

Royal Dutch Shell is pushing to exploit coal-bed 

methane reserves in the Sacred Headwaters, while oth-

er corporations seek to extract molybdenum, copper 

and other precious metals, all of which would prove 

disastrous for the watershed. A pipeline carrying mil-

lions of gallons of toxic pretroleum products is planned 

to run through the avalanche- and slide-prone Skeena 

corridor. Rail cars loaded with Indonesian petroleum 

by-products to be used as solvents rumble perilously 

upriver bound for the tar-sand oil fields of Alberta. 

Timber companies have their sights on vast tracks of 

forest protecting critical spawning habitat…

A pipeline carrying mil-

lions of gallons of toxic 

pretroleum products is 

planned to run through 

the avalanche- and slide-

prone Skeena corridor.
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That such damaging–yet profitable–industries are 

even on the table for what may be the most valuable 

steelhead watershed in the world is mind-boggling. 

It also demonstrates the power of the almighty dollar 

and what people fighting to preserve this fishery are up 

against. Not surprisingly, very few believe government, 

if left to its own devices, will make any decisions here 

to benefit salmon or steelhead.

Management By Extinc t ion?

Yes, we are fishing for crumbs. Have been for some 

time. But while these paltry numbers may  

provide “acceptable” fishing, the fact is, even the 

crumbs of our wild steelhead runs are fast disappearing.

On Washington’s remote Olympic Peninsula, a re-

gion generally considered to be one of the last strong-

holds of healthy wild steelhead runs in the U.S., the 

Quinalt, Clearwater, Sol Duc and Bogachiel rivers each 

receive less than 50 wild summer steelhead in a given 

season. In biological terms, these fish are “functionally 

extinct.”

The Hoh River, mostly flowing through a Na-

tional Park’s pristine rainforest environment, is inex-

plicably still managed as a catch and kill sport fishery 

for wild winter steelhead, with an escapement goal of 

2,400 fish. I use the term “managed” loosely here. In 

the 2002-2003 season, when a total run of 3,583 steel-

head returned, the tribal and state “managers” allowed 

a combined sport/tribal harvest of 1,967 steelhead. 

In other words, more than half the run was harvested, 

resulting in an escapement of only 1,616 spawners—al-

most 800 fish short of the minimum goal. Maybe the 

feds don’t have the corner on that conspiracy theory.

When fish managers talk about Maximum Sustain-

able Yield or Maximum Sustainable Harvest, what 

we witnessed on the Hoh is pretty much par for the 

course. This obviously flawed management philosophy 

assumes a natural surplus of fish, and places belief in the 

idea that an agency can calculate the total number of fish, 

the minimum number required to sustain the run and by 

subtracting the two, discover how many fish are available 

for harvest. 

Photo By Tim Pask

“In our fathers’ genera-
tion, they witnessed the 

complete collapse of 
the California steelhead 
fishery. In our generation, 
it was the famed rivers 

of Puget Sound. What’s 
next? We’re currently 

standing on the edge of 
the cliff and time is 

running out. If we’re going 
to do anything to 

save wild steelhead, we 
have to do it now.”

– NATHAN MANTUA,  PhD,  RESEARCH 
PROFESSOR,  UNIV.  OF WASHINGTON 
SCHOOL OF AQUATIC AND FISHERIES 

SCIENCES AND VICE PRESIDENT OF 
SCIENCE FOR THE WSC
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That might work in statistics class, but here’s the 

problem: Nature doesn’t operate according to comput-

er models or statistics. This strategy, sadly still in place 

here in Washington, doesn’t account for variable ocean 

conditions, flooding, drought or loss of habitat in rear-

ing streams, and is frequently based on flawed escape-

ment goals to begin with.

How does anyone know it only takes 2,400 spawn-

ing steelhead to sustain the Hoh River run? They told 

us the 6,500 fish escapement goal on the Snohomish 

was sustainable and now we have less than half that 

number. And for that matter, does “sustain” mean at 

historic numbers or crumbs? 

In its national assessment of wild steelhead runs, 

NOAA divided the remaining West Coast steelhead 

populations into 15 Evolutionary Significant Units, or 

ESUs. Guess what? Eleven of those 15 ESUs are cur-

rently either listed under the Endangered Species Act 

or under review for ESA listing.

In Washington State alone, every one of the seven 

ESUs is either ESA listed, chronically under-escaped 

or experiencing recent and rapid population declines. 

And yet, according to the Washington Department of 

Fish and Wildlife, sport harvest of wild steelhead is per-

fectly acceptable on the handful of Olympic Peninsula 

rivers still deemed “healthy.” God forbid we should let 

any “surplus” fish survive to spawn anywhere. In Canada, 

as we’ve touched on above, things are hardly better.

The fact is, steelhead are under attack at every level. 

From federal policies favoring commercial, non-sus-

tainable fisheries, mining and forest harvest practices 

to bungled state management operating under a phi-

losophy of MSH, to local municipalities’ sanctioning of 

development and commercialization. Suburban sprawl 

engulf our river valleys. Forestland is cut to build hous-

es and make toilet paper. Modern agriculture requires 

increasing amounts of  water, while dam operators 

fight to generate more electricity—all at the expense of 

natural, fish-producing streamflow.

All this, and we haven’t even started to see the effects 

of global warming, with its changing weather patterns, 

shrinking glaciers, catastrophic flood events and higher 

summertime stream temperatures. Is it any wonder our 

fish are in trouble?

Photo By Tim Pask



I t ’s  Time

To quote Bill Murray in Stripes, “And then…

depression set in.” I know, the numbers are stag-

gering. The causes, seemingly insurmountable. The 

outlook, bleak. But there are reasons for hope, first and 

foremost of which is that wild steelhead are incredibly 

tough, resilient fish. As the 

glaciers retreated thousands of 

years ago, steelhead spread out, 

adapted and colonized a wide 

range of disparate environ-

ments from high-desert sage 

country to coastal rainforest, 

from winding tundra streams to 

broad valley rivers.

When Mt. St. Helens erupt-

ed in 1980, sending a boiling 

mass of superheated ash down 

the Toutle River, for all intents 

and purposes, the river as we 

knew it ceased to exist. To 

see it shortly after this cata-

strophic event was to witness a 

thin trickle of water winding 

through a wasteland of bro-

ken stumps and volcanic mud. 

And yet, within a few short 

years, the steelhead were back, 

re-colonizing and adapting to their harsh new environ-

ment. As Dr. Nathan Mantua says, if we just give them 

half a chance, the fish will respond.

So how do we give them that half a chance? Just 

as the threats to wild steelhead survival exist on every 

level, so too do the possible solutions. On a broad scale, 

since our governments seem to respond best to mon-

ey, we need to remind the people we’ve entrusted 

with the management of our fish about the financial 

benefits of healthy runs and the resulting tourist and 

sport fishing dollars. We need to fight hidden subsidies 

and government sanctioning of resource extraction 

industries. We need to vote, petition and write letters. 

Does it work? Absolutely. Just look at the ban on open 

water salmon farms for the North Coast of British Co-

lumbia mentioned above. After years of hard work by a 

local, grassroots coalition, the B.C. government finally 

agreed with their citizens and implemented the new 

policy in 2008.

When possible, we need to provide alternatives to  

the status quo. If we look, there 

are some surprisingly simple 

solutions to a number of the 

challenges we face. For exam-

ple, in places like the  

Columbia, Fraser and Skeena 

Rivers, where commercial 

salmon gillnet fisheries inter-

cept a high number of steel-

head, live capture fish traps or 

a selective tangle-net fishery 

would allow safe release of fish 

from depressed stocks, while 

simultaneously increasing the 

quality (and thereby the value) 

of the targeted fish. Everybody 

wins. 

We can also boycott farmed 

salmon and explain to restau-

rants and markets that serve or 

sell it why this product is so 

damaging to wild salmon and 

steelhead runs. Turns out, most 

people have no idea about the harm, and when shown 

the facts, will happily stop buying or selling farmed 

salmon.

We should encourage—no, demand—that outdoor 

gear manufacturers actively “give back” to preserve 

the resources they depend on, and support those that 

do with our dollars. We can eat local, organic food. 

Stop watering and fertilizing our lawns. Walk, pedal or 

paddle whenever possible. Hey, even not flushing when 

you pee helps.

The most valuable thing we can do, though, is to 

get directly involved. Of course, I understand most of 

us don’t have the time or resources to understand all 

If you fish for steelhead 

or dream of someday 

fishing for them, if the 

numbers and issues in 

this story concern you, 

if you’d like to believe 

that we’ll have fishable 

numbers of steelhead 

for the rest of our lives 

and our children’s…the 

answer is simple: get 

involved.
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the issues or wage a personal political campaign. That’s 

where the organizations listed below come into play. 

These groups are hard at work doing everything from 

political lobbying and publicizing the important issues 

to scientific research, stream restoration and funding 

steelhead-related projects. They provide the regular 

angler with the voice and clout of a larger organization, 

and distribute information to their members about is-

sues requiring action. As distasteful as politics and join-

ing organizations may be to many anglers, it is now past 

the time where we can just go out and fish without 

worrying about the resource. That’s pretty much what 

we’ve been doing, and look where it’s gotten us.

If you fish for steelhead or dream of someday fishing 

for them, if the numbers and issues in this story con-

cern you, if you’d like to believe that we’ll have fish-

able numbers of steelhead for the rest of our lives and 

our childrens’…the answer is simple: get involved. For 

that matter, if you’re passionate about trout or stripers 

or bass or salmon or tarpon, I urge you to learn from 

what’s happened to our steelhead and get involved with 

the preservation of your fishery. As steelheaders know 

all too well, when it goes, it goes fast.

On my office wall is a photo of that huge Skykomish 

steelhead. The picture isn’t old or faded—it was only 

taken a few years ago. But it seems like a lifetime since I 

last fished a spring season on the Sky. I can’t even begin 

to tell you how much I miss it. My hope is that we can 

work together as concerned anglers and citizens, and 

someday set the stage for these magnificent fish to return 

in truly healthy numbers. 

I plan to be there when they do.

– Story originally published in Wild on the Fly magazine.

A U T H O R ’ S  N O T E :

The facts, figures and numbers cited in this story are from a number of various sources. Historic and current escapement numbers 

for the Situk River, Puget Sound and Olympic Peninsula Rivers are from a collaborative publication by Bill McMillan and Nick 

Gayeski at wildsalmoncenter.org. Information on the Skeena River was provided by Bruce Hill and Gerald Amos of The Headwa-

ters Initiative, as well as Keith Douglas and Jeff Vermillion. California and Coastal Oregon statistics are from the NOAA Fisher-

ies West Coast Steelhead Review. Upper Columbia Basin hatchery Chinook cost estimates are from the Independent Economic 

Analysis Board of the Northwest Power and Conservation Council. A special thanks to the Wild Steelhead Coalition and the 

Wild Salmon Center for additional help, resources and information. I would also like to thank Dr. Nathan Mantua, Bruce Hill, 

Rich Simms and Yvon Chouinard for guidance and lessons on how to stay sane while dealing with the current steelhead situation.

– Dylan Tomine

All photography donated to WSC by   

Jeff Bright and Tim Pask

Original layout design donated to WSC by 

Dale Lantz, Outré Marketing

Design adapted to The Adipose by

Jason B. Harmon, Editor

Dylan Tomine, author and friend of the Skykomish 
River, hoists a beautiful wild steelhead caught 

and released back in “the good old days.”   

A
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Wild Steelhead Coalition News
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Annual WSC Fund-Raiser To Feature Northern 
California Steelhead Fly Fishing Documentary

SEATTLE, Wash. – The days of record steelhead catches 
on California’s north coast rivers are sadly gone, but a new 
documentary film that captures the story of the Golden State’s 
golden years of steelhead and salmon fly angling will be the 
centerpiece of the Wild Steelhead Coalition’s 2009 fund-raiser 
slated for Saturday, May 9.

“River’s of a Lost Coast” was recently endorsed by the WSC, 
and highlights the unique fly fishing culture that those storied 
Northern California rivers spawned after World War II, using 
vintage photos and film footage, along with personal interviews 
with key characters who helped make that state’s steelhead fly 
fishing famous.

Tom Skerritt, the film’s narrator, will attend the screening, 
although his voice may not be as familiar as the actor’s face. 
He starred in “A River Runs Through It,” the watershed film 
that introduced a new generation to fly fishing, and appeared in 
numerous other movies and television shows. Producers Justin 
Coupe and Palmer Taylor will join Skerritt at the fund-raiser.

There are two ways to join in the fun and help the WSC that 
night. First, for $35 per ticket, the evening begins at 6 p.m. with 
a pre-screening reception that includes catered appetizers, wine, 
beer, raffle and silent auction, with the feature film to follow at 
8:30 p.m. The reception will be held at the Univ. of Washington’s 
Walker-Ames Room, Kane Hall, Room 225, and only 200 tickets 
will be sold.

Second, for those who’d like to attend only the film at 8:30 
p.m., tickets are $15 and also limited to 200 people. The film will 
be shown in Kane Hall, Room 120, on the university campus.

To purchase tickets or obtain additional information, visit 
www.wildsteelheadcoalition.org. To learn more about “Rivers of a 
Lost Coast,” log on to www.riversofalostcoast.com.

WSC Urges Feds To Abandon High-Risk, 
Low-Reward Hatchery Program On Hoh River

SEATTLE, Wash. – Wild steelhead would no longer share the 
Hoh River with planted hatchery fish from the Quinault National 
Fish Hatchery, if federal officials follow a plan for long-term steel-
head management described in a draft report by the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service, a move supported by the WSC.

Existing hatchery practices in the Hoh River – once one of the 
finest wild steelhead streams on Washington’s Olympic Penin-
sula – pose genetic and ecological risks to wild fish stocks, and 
encourage high-harvest rates that early-returning wild winter 
steelhead cannot support.

Those are some of the key points raised in a WSC comment 
letter sent March 19, 2009, by the WSC to the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, in response to the agency’s request for input on 
its current study of fish hatcheries on peninsula rivers.

The Hatchery Review Team, comprised of researchers from 
Fish and Wildlife and other federal agencies, began assessing the 
federal hatchery programs in 2005. Its findings were recently re-
leased in draft form, which drew comments from Nathan Mantua, 
Univ. of Wash. research professor and vice president of science 
on the WSC’s board of directors.

Managing the Hoh River for naturally reproducing wild fish 
populations should be first priority, Mantua insisted.

“We feel that eliminating hatchery releases on the Hoh are 
warranted due to the ecological and genetic risks that are posed 
by the current program, and the lack of good alternatives for de-
veloping an improved hatchery program,” he wrote.

Although the hatchery review covered 21 hatcheries on the 
Columbia River Basin, and several others on the Olympic Penin-
sula, the WSC limited comments to the Hoh because it is “unique 
for its potential” to support productive wild steelhead and salmon 
populations and fisheries.

Stocking hatchery fish and its accompanying “harvest man-
agement” philosophy encourages heavy fishing pressure that 
interferes with early-returning wild steelhead, Mantua wrote, which 
“poses significant ecological risks to the long-term health, diver-
sity, and productivity for this stock.”

During the next few years, the Hatchery Review Team recom-
mends that recent outplants of 50,000 smolts on Allen Bar should 
cease, but that these might be moved to acclimation ponds lower 
in the watershed in Chalaat Creek.

Though there’s no indication that stocking the Hoh with hatch-
ery steelhead will end as a result of the Hatchery Team’s findings 
or WSC recommendations, Mantua was hopeful. He commended 
the agencies for undertaking such a “careful and thorough review,” 
a necessary step toward eliminating the risks posed by the current 
steelhead management strategy, and following a new course that 
focuses on rebuilding and protecting the Hoh River’s fragile wild 
steelhead population.

“We are confident that a new management regime focused on 
sustaining the diversity and abundance of anadromous fish will 
also sustain productive and valuable fisheries for tribal and non-
tribal anglers,” Mantua wrote.

To read the WSC’s comments, visit www.wildsteelheadcoali-
tion.org. To keep track of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s 
hatchery review efforts, logon to www.fws.gov/pacific/Fisheries/
Hatcheryreview/, or contact Cheri Anderson at 509-493-2934 or 
by e-mail at cheri_anderson@fws.gov.

Whole Foods Asked to Drop Wild Steelhead

NEW ORLEANS, La. – Wild steelhead from Canada are being 
sold as sustainable seafood at Whole Foods Market stores, and 
the Wild Steelhead Coalition is asking the nation’s largest natural 
food grocery chain to abandon the practice.

Despite company claims that it sells only seafood from “well 
managed fisheries,” wild-caught Canadian steelhead were seen 
in the seafood case at Whole Foods Market in New Orleans, La., 
and reported to the WSC by a concerned steelhead angler.

As part of the WSC’s ongoing campaign to eliminate wild 
steelhead from store shelves and restaurant menus worldwide, a 
letter was sent March 29 to Whole Foods executives that called 
for the company to drop wild steelhead from its offerings.

Legendary for once-abundant wild steelhead, Canada’s 
fisheries recently experienced sharp population declines. In part, 
because wild steelhead are caught as by-catch in offshore nets, 
a practice that reaps few commercial dollars but decimates wild 
steelhead before they reach their home rivers to spawn.

“Sustainable seafood comes from fishing practices that allow 
a depleted or threatened fish population to recover to healthy 
levels,” Whole Foods states on its Web site.

Naturally, the WSC couldn’t agree more, and hopes that Whole 
Foods honors its pledge to sustainable seafood by refusing to sell 
wild steelhead from any source.



HOH RIVER, Wash. – A 30-pound 
wild steelhead caught and legally killed 
on Washington’s Hoh River in February 
spurred sharp criticism from the Wild 
Steelhead Coalition, fishing guides and 
anglers concerned with protecting the 
famed river’s dwindling wild steelhead.

Fly angler Peter Harrison, 62, Port 
Hadlock, Wash., landed and kept the 
44-inch, 29.5-pound wild steelhead Feb. 
20, and claims it was the first fish he’d 
kept after 10 years fly fishing Washington 
waters. “I’ve never taken a fish from a river 
anywhere in the continental United States,” 
Harrison told the Peninsula Daily News in 
Port Angeles, Wash.

The wild steelhead bled profusely 
from its gills after the 45-minute battle, 
Harrison claims, which steered his decision 
to kill it rather than allow the huge fish 
to contribute to the Hoh River’s ever-
shrinking wild steelhead gene pool.

Regardless of Harrison’s reasoning, 
the wild steelhead was legally kept, a 
tragic loophole that threatens to decimate 
the Hoh River’s remaining wild steelhead, 
according to Rich Simms, WSC president.

“It’s a shame that the only thing 
standing in the way of the Hoh is 
continued, aggressive harvest strategies 
that the river cannot support,” Simms 
wrote in a statement about Harrison’s 
fish kill, posted in full on the WSC Web 
site at www.wildsteelheadcoalition.org. 
“While legal, it is certainly tragic that this 
magnificent fish was needlessly killed 

and not delivered back to the stream to 
propagate future fish to the gene pool.”

Photos of Harrison’s fish kill are 
plastered on Web sites across the Internet, 
from newspapers to Field & Stream to The 
Big Pull, where news of the catch was first 
published. Yet, his wife denied permission 
to use one of those images to illustrate this 
story when the couple was contacted via 
e-mail aboard a cruise ship.

“Both my husband and myself are 
shocked and dismayed at all the publicity 
that the catching of this steelhead has 
generated,” Shirley Metz, Harrison’s wife 
and the photographer credited for all 
photos of the fish, wrote. “We feel that 
further news of this event at this time is not 
in our interest, and so it is with regret that 
we decline the use of my photographs.”

For Harrison’s complete online 
statement and Metz’s pre-punlished 
photos, visit thebigpull.wordpress.com/
category/washington.

The Hoh River was selected as one of 
the WSC’s many special projects for 2009, 
with a goal to end the river’s notorious 
one fish rule, along with increasing public 
awareness of critically low wild steelhead 
returns. For example, the river boasted 
upward of 13,000 returning steelhead 
during the 1950s, a number that dropped 
to less than 4,000 fish each year during the 
last decade.

“It is the hope that this unnecessary 
act can engage anglers in some way to 
demand better conservation of one of the 

last great wild steelhead rivers before it’s 
too late,” Simms wrote.

In fact, Harrison’s fish kill engaged 
anglers from the moment the self-
described conservationist brought the 
fish on land. Discussion board posts 
from popular fly-fishing Web sites include 
congratulations on the catch, but many 
more angry statements of disbelief that the 
angler kept the fish rather than release it.

Bob Ball, WSC member and president 
of the Olympic Peninsula Guide’s 
Association, minced no words when asked 
by a reporter how he felt about Harrison’s 
decision to kill the wild steelhead.

“It should have gone back in the river,” 
Ball told the Port Angeles paper. “Why we 
still allow retention there boggles my mind. 
Just because something is legal, doesn’t 
necessarily mean it’s the right thing to do.”

Even Harrison, an artist originally 
from England, claims he was moved by 
the contentious experience and ongoing 
debate about killing the fish.

“Emotionally, I am scarred,” Harrison 
wrote in one blog post. “I still have a 
knot in my stomach over that part of the 
incident. This calls me to ask the question: 
Isn’t it time that all wild steelhead be 
released?”

Some will doubt Harrison’s newfound 
call for conservation –  or even think it’s 
hypocritical after his choice to keep his 
catch – but the lesson from his experience 
is undeniable: Never kill wild steelhead.

 ‘One Fish Rule’ Lets Fly Angler Kill 
30 lb. Wild Steelhead on the Hoh River
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OLYMPIA, Wash. – A plan to reduce the Washington Fish and 
Wildlife Commission’s oversight role and membership that would 
“turn back the clock” on efforts to give the public a say in how 
resources are managed, including wild steelhead, has failed.

A state senate committee voted against sending Senate Bill 
5127 to the full legislature, a move that essentially killed the plan. 
However, the measure could soon resurface in other bills.

The bill would’ve reduced the commission from nine members 
to only five. It also would’ve relegated the oversight- and rules-
making body to an advisory role, a move that even those often 
critical of the commission’s work said would endanger the state’s 
fish and wildlife.

“This will turn back the clock of progress that as been made 
to have public input to the fish and wildlife of our great state,” 
Rich Simms, Wild Steelhead Coalition president, wrote about the 
plan before its demise. “Senate Bill 5127 will make our fish and 
wildlife more vulnerable to increasing environmental and usage 
pressures.”

Simms joined others – including the current Fish and Wildlife 
Commission – and John McGlenn, WSC trustee and former 

Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission member for 12 years, 
in calling for legislators to drop the plan to limit the public’s 
input by stripping the commission of essential powers. (Read 
McGlenn’s special commentary about the issue on page 17.)

Most importantly, the bill would’ve stripped the commission’s 
power to appoint the Washington Department of Fish and 
Wildlife’s director, a critically important position left vacant after 
the agency’s last leader resigned in late 2008. “Without that 
authority, the commission will not be able to set performance 
measures and hold the director and agency accountable,” 
commissioners wrote in a statement opposing the plan released 
March 13, 2009.

Founded in 1933, the commission obtained additional 
oversight and regulatory duties when voters approved 
Referendum 45 in 1995, which guaranteed that, “The commission 
acts in an open and deliberative process that encourages public 
involvement and increases public confidence in department 
decision making.”

To contact your local representative and ensure such a bill is 
never passed, visit www.leg.wa.gov/legislature.

Attempt to Limit Fish and Wildlife Commission Power Fails



It’s the story about what was and 
what is no longer. Most importantly, 
it’s a cautionary tale for the future 
about preserving wild steelhead and 
salmon runs.

That’s how filmmaker Justin 
Coupe describes the movie, “Rivers 
of a Lost Coast,” a collaboration 
four years in the making with co-
producer, and sound and music 
specialist, Palmer Taylor.

The 86-minute film documents 
the tragic demise of California’s 
legendary North Coast steelhead 
and salmon fisheries, Coupe says, 
along with the unique fly fishing 
culture spawned there.

The film is the centerpiece of 
the Wild Steelhead Coalition’s 
fund-raiser, Saturday, May 9, and 
was recently endorsed by the 
organization. Both producers will 
attend the event, along with the 
documentary’s narrator, actor Tom 
Skerritt.

Far from another testosterone-
driven fishing flick, Taylor says the 
film stands out because it doesn’t 
focus on the filmmakers catching 
fish in exotic locales. Instead, the 
documentary shows what happens 
when fisheries fail, and how to use 
California’s experience to prevent 
another disaster.

“There aren’t many fishing 
films out there with a conservation 
message,” Taylor acknowledges.

The duo knew fly anglers would 
like the film, but receiving the WSC 
endorsement proves the movie is 
about more than just fishing – it 
carries a powerful conservation 
message, as well.

Beyond history and lessons 
about protecting fishing resources, 
the producers also hope the movie 
introduces future generations to 
steelhead and salmon. Without 
healthy fish runs, Coupe explains, 
many people in California have 
never heard of steelhead.

In fact, non-anglers will walk away 
with a newfound appreciation for 
steelhead and salmon because the 

story of the old timers who chased 
them is so compelling, he adds.

“People are going to relate to 
steelhead through their story,” 
Coupe says.

A Sacramento, Calif., native and 
fly angler, Coupe was introduced 
to the North Coast’s famed fly folks 
when he joined a family friend on 
a fishing trip. In time, the veteran 
anglers he met shared stories 
about days when fishing meant 
catching, not just casting practice 
on renowned rivers such as the Eel, 
Russian, San Lorenzo and Smith.

“I just listened a lot,” Coupe 
says. “They told such great stories. 
Unbelievable stories!”

After repeated trips without 
success, he observed that reality 
didn’t match those tales. Although 
anglers are known to tell fish stories, 
Coupe knew the old timers spoke 
the truth. Something was wrong.

Coupe realized he was witnessing 
the end of California’s once prolific 
steelhead and salmon runs – and 
the end of a fly fishing lifeway that 
predated World War II.

That’s when Coupe approached 
Palmer, an old buddy from their film 
school days at the Univ. of Calif. 
Santa Cruz. The pair completed one 
other film, a project that documented 
the school tennis team’s history, 
which taught them “what didn’t 
work,” Palmer says.

Armed with those lessons, and 
a bit of healthy competition, their 
collaboration blossomed along with 
the project. Their work included 
interviews with more than 120 
individuals, but centered around two 
larger-than-life anglers, Bill Schaadt 
and Ted Lindner.

“These guys are the Babe Ruth 
and Mickey Mantle of North Coast fly 
fishing,” Coupe declares. “They were 
extremely talented fishermen who 
did nothing but fish.”

They were also bitter rivals whose 
techniques and fish-catching abilities 
were unmatched, Coupe says. Not 
surprisingly, their cult-of-personality 

made great film fodder.
With Schaadt and Lindner now 

gone, their exploits mere memories 
– and the fly fishing community that 
carries those tales dwindling along 
with the fish runs – Coupe and 
Taylor had to act quickly.

Preserving the stories of those 
who pioneered salmon and 
steelhead fly fishing became the 
film’s primary goal, Coupe explains.

“If we didn’t do it now, their 
stories would be lost forever,” Taylor 
says. In fact, five of the movie’s key 
characters died since filming began.

The film’s narrator, Tom Skerritt, 
adopted the project because he 
shares a love of California and fly 
fishing, passion that translates to the 
big screen, Coupe says. Skerritt’s 
work “evoked the emotion” of their 
film, he adds. Skerritt is best known 
to fly anglers as the fatherly fly fisher 
from “A River Runs Through It.” 

While the film’s subject is bleak, 
its producers say there is hope 
hidden in California’s disaster.

“It’s not a pretty picture,” Taylor 
laments. “But the answer is up 
to us.” We can continue to make 
the same mistakes that destroyed 
California’s fisheries, he says, or we 
can learn from that terrible lesson 
and change the future.

– To learn more about the film, 
or to view the trailer, logon to 
www.riversofalostcoast.com.

‘Lost Coast’ Tells More Than Fish Tales
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“Rivers of a Lost Coast” Tour
Date  City
April 3-9 San Francisco, Calif.
April 16 Modesto, Calif.
April 21-22 Berkeley, Caif.
April 23 Sacramento, Calif.
April 27-28 Santa Rosa, Calif.
May 9  Seattle, Wash.

– Fund-Raiser For 
The Wild Steelhead Coalition

TBA  Eugene, Ore.
May 14  Bend, Ore.
TBA   Portland, Ore.



By John McGlenn
Wild Steelhead Coalition Trustee

In 1995, the Washington legislature forwarded 
Referendum 45 to broaden the authority of the 
citizen Fish and Wildlife Commission for a public 
vote. It passed in every county of Washington.

Now the legislature is considering passage 
of Senate Bill 5127 that would overturn the 
1995 vote of the people and reverse progress 
we have made to strengthen the grassroots 
support for Washington’s Fish and Wildlife. 
Senate Bill 5127 would reduce the number of 
commissioners, shorten their terms and strip 
them of all significant responsibility and authority.   

In fact, Senate Bill 5127 would blatantly reject a 
decision made by the voters as recently as 1995. It 
would also put fish and wildlife at risk from harmful 
policies that inevitably arise in a government 
system such as ours where elected officials face 
immense political pressure from special interests.

Setting policies and adopting wildlife 
classifications and regulations for managing 
fish and wildlife are tough assignments. New 
housing, industrial developments, agriculture, 
timber and mineral extraction, hydropower and 
transportation routinely compete for the habitat 
and water essential for healthy fish and wildlife 
populations. Commercial and recreational fishing 
and hunting opportunities must also be balanced 
with the long-term health of the resource.

Our elected leaders deal with a vast array of 
complex issues from all reaches of industry and 
society and sometimes, by necessity, must make 
compromises they would prefer not to make. 
However, a citizen commission appointed by 
the governor, with the background, knowledge, 
longevity and sufficient authority, provides the 
necessary expertise and independence to buffer fish 
and wildlife policies from these inevitable pressures.

Senate Bill 5127 would not produce cost 
savings. Instead, the long-term negative impact 
to the state’s fish and wildlife resources would 

translate into significant net economic costs.  
Funding for the Washington Department of Fish 
and Wildlife and other natural resource agencies is, 
and remains, embarrassingly low. All of our natural 
resource agencies, including WDFW, receive only 
1.4 percent of the general fund. Citizens provide 
about one-third of the entire WDFW budget through 
license fees, and therefore should retain their 
voice in policy decisions through the commission.

Non-profit organizations such as the 
Audubon Society, Ducks Unlimited, Nature 
Conservancy, Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation, 
Puget Sound Anglers and many other groups 
partner with the department and support 
programs through significant volunteer hours. 
The commission is the department’s key link with 
individual citizens and volunteer organizations.

Commission public workshops and 
hearings are vital forums in which the public’s 
voice is heard. Also, commissioners often 
make themselves available to citizens and 
stakeholder groups at no cost to the state.

I had the privilege of serving on the Fish and 
Wildlife Commission for 12 years under three 
governors. Those years gave me an immense 
appreciation for the difficult challenges facing 
our Department to both maximize opportunity for 
all while putting conservation first. I learned that 
a passion for fish and wildlife and the need for 
independence to protect and sustain them are 
essential ingredients for an effective commission.

Nothing is perfect in this complex world, but 
the Fish and Wildlife Commission, as established, 
has served our state’s fish and wildlife well 
since 1933. Qualified citizen appointees who 
place the resources first, and require staff to 
manage based on the best science available 
will continue to produce the sustainable 
policies that Washington citizens demand.

Please retain our citizen Fish and Wildlife 
Commission structure intact with necessary 
authority by urging your legislators and 
the governor to oppose Senate Bill 5127.

Special Commentary –

Let’s Keep the Fish and Wildlife Commission
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